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The people in "Authority" are responsible for destroying the flora and fauna with technology we do not need (5G) 
and Must be Stopped.  Just say NO !  to AI , Smart cities , 15 minute cities ,  digital id , CBDCs the WEF and the UN 
to start with !   Thanks for your time , Sincerely Steve Walther 

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.









































Good morning

I am very opposed to the proposed construction of yet another cell tower in District 69, so close to 
others I might add.  It seems proposed towers need to be taller and more powerful.  Didn’t know that 
there was such a competition in this industry.

STOP STOP ALREADY!!

There is undeniable evidence and studies which confirm the harm of EMR to humans and to our 
plant and animal species.  Proliferation of EMR emitting devices only increase the damaging 
effects.  We are traveling down a dangerous path which will have irreversible consequences.

STOP hiding behind Safety Code 6.  It is hopelessly out of date, should never have 
been written without proper consultation and research and needs to be removed immediately.  

Yours sincerely

Karen Specht, District 69







PO Box 20138, Vancouver RPO, Fairview, BC V5Z 0C1





Feb. 10, 2023 

Good Morning all Regional District of Nanaimo Directors: [pls 
confirm you have received this email.Thank you] 

      Ms. Beth Cairns wanted us to make sure you received this 
handwritten letter from Beth Cairns before the deadline 
of Feb. 10,2023.  , she 
asked us to forward her letter to you. 
We are learning that a great number of the Directors are blocking 
our emails. 
      We are concerned you are not receiving our communication and 
concerns regarding the cell tower. 
So for those of you still receiving our emails, will you please make 
sure  
this information is known to the other Directors blocking us? 
Thank you kindly, 

 Fred and Carol Dowe for the 
Neighbours concerned about the cell tower 1477 Hodges Road, 
Parksville

******





PO Box 20138, Vancouver RPO, Fairview, BC V5Z 0C1



Feb. 10, 2023 

Brian Gregg 
Sitepath Consulting 

re: Residents under the 630 metre Arc not receiving Public
Consultation Package around 1477 Hodges Road, Parksville,BC 

Hello Brian, 

We have at least 10 if not more residents under the 630 metre 
Arc around the proposed cell tower at 1477 Hodges Road, 
Parksville
that have not received the Proper Public Consultation Package. 

May we ask how you are going to handle this information? 
We believe this is part of the requirement of the Public 
Consultation
process with the Regional District of Nanaimo according to the 
package.

Kind regards, 
Fred and Carol Dowe 
Regional District #69 





. . . because he works for many telecom companies,. . . !



International EMF Medical Conference 2021,
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Information on Cell Tower Radiation, by a Certified EMF Radiation Consultant 
 
 
 You can’t see it, hear it, feel it, or smell it, but believe me - its everywhere 
 
 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
As panel members you are put into the difficult position to deal with the subject of man made radio 
frequency radiation, which is is completely foreign to almost everyone, which even includes physicians, 
as neither you nor medical professionals received any training in this highly specialized field.   
Unfortunately this lack of knowledge can lead to poor decision making, which in the long run is not 
conducive to a healthy environment. 
 
Its likely, that you assume that Health Canada will keep us safe, as its their fiduciary duty to protect the 
citizens of Canada.  Unfortunately this arm of the government has dropped the ball, many, many times 
before, by siding with highly influential industries in the past, with devastating results. 
Lead, DDT, formaldehyde, PCB’s, smoking, mercury dental fillings, Thalidomide, and a host of other 
highly bio-toxic substances caused endless sufferings and premature death.  
 
This scenario has unfortunately not changed, were the industry lobby has unlimited access to 
politicians in Ottawa.  Government officials and telecom regulators have met twice daily in a time span 
of 2 years in the recent past, which illustrates the unhealthy closeness of government regulators and 
those they are supposedly regulating. 
 
Today’s EMF radiation scientists consider Health Canada a captured agency, which also includes 
Innovation Science and Development (ISED), due to the billions of dollars they receive from the 
wireless industry in frequency air wave auctions.  
 
O bold claim to make?  As a certified EMF Radiation Consultant, I was witness to the absurd closeness 
of a telecom lobbyist during a Zoom meeting with ISED directors, Brian Rees and Michael Fu. 
Mr. Fu decided blindly to believe this Telus lobbyist, over written statements of 10 home owners.  
 
“ . . . because he works for many telecom companies,. . . !  - Michael Fu, Regional Director for 
Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED) 
 
 
Understanding how cell tower radiation works 
 
Every cell towers emits bio active, microwave radiation, but industry lobbyist shun this word and 
prefer to call it, “energy”.  Why?  
 
They also refer to an umbrella effect, implying there is no, or very little microwave radiation near the 
cell tower, which is a misleading statement, as I have measured many cell towers in British Columbia 
with precision lab tested instruments, revealing extreme radiation levels.  
 
 



Has the telecom lobbyist informed you that other cell towers send microwave radiation signals, non 
stop, to the proposed cell tower, which cause elevated radiation fields around the cell tower? 
 
Has he informed you of the consequences of 24/7/365 elevated radiation fields, to homes surrounding 
the cell tower, since point to point transmission is not precise sniper technology, as one would assume, 
but buckshot technology, which causes additional radiation exposure to the area and homes from other 
cell towers, transmitting their data back and fourth via microwaves. 
 
Did he inform you that the radiation of cell towers can reach many miles, depending on the frequency? 
 
Were you informed that microwave hot spots occur where cell tower radiation beams overlap from 
other towers, causing hotspots?  Very much like flashlight beams.  
 
Are you aware that the telecom lobbyist uses outdated science in his handouts, dating back to the 
1990ties? 
 
Why has he failed to inform you of the latest research, such as the recent, 10 year, peer reviewed 
study on cell tower radiation by the world renown Ramazzini Institute?  
 
Why has he failed to inform you of the twice peer reviewed, US government funded, National 
Toxicology Program Study (NTP)?   
 
Hundreds of peer reviewed studies like this, showing adverse health affects were published in the last 
few years, but the telecom industry’s representatives feel that it’s their right to withhold this important 
information from you and the public.  Is this ethical? 
 
Due to the lack of transparency by governments and industry, the general public is completely unaware 
of the health impacts, cell tower radiation has on their life, their family and the environment.   
They are not aware, that EMF scientists, and thousands of informed physicians around the world issued 
warnings after warnings to governments, as well as the World Health Organization.  Since main stream 
media is largely owned or funded through advertising by industry giants, such as Bell, hardly any 
information is passed on the public. 
 
 
Has your doctor told you that cell tower radiation is safe?   
If he or she has, please ask, what peer reviewed papers, books or science they have read on this subject, 
as physicians are not educated in this field in medical school.   
This was recently exemplified by the 4 day, International  EMF Medical Conference 2021,which was 
attended by over 800 participants. 
 
This credit course, was designed for medical professionals, regarding radio frequency radiation, and its 
long term health impacts.   
The group of presenters included professors of science and medicine, from McGill, Harvard, Columbia, 
University of California, and other prestigous institutions around the world.    
 
 
 
 
 



Is cell tower radiation is safer than WiFi?  No, it is not! 
Wifi is voluntary, and informed people in this field try to avoid it, if at all possible.  
Cell tower radiation is involuntary, and penetrates every wall in the home with ease.  This type of 
unnatural, pulsed radiation, has become omnipresent with no escape.  
 
Would you be happy if your home and the town you live in was permeated by toxic smog, belching 
from a factory chimney?  Not very likely! 
 
On the other hand cell tower radiation, a.k.a, e-smog pollution, is invisible like a virus, which makes it 
an easy sell for telecom lobbyists.  
You can’t see it, hear it, feel it, or smell it, but believe me, its everywhere! 
 
 
Does cell tower radiation penetrate humans, animals, insects and plants?  Yes! 
Cell tower radiation is measurable in the human body with specialized high frequency meters, even 
when the tower is located a long distance away.  The human body acts as an exquisite antenna, and 
attracts cell tower radiation.   
The body coupling-measurement method has been used to better investigate the patient’s burden to 
EMF radiation by health practitioners and environmental medicine practitioners in Austria, Switzerland 
and Germany for over 20 years. 
 
 
What does Health Canada’s own website state about the notoriouly outdated, Safety Code 6 (2015)? 
Limits of Human Exposure to Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Energy in the Frequency Range 
from 3kHz to 300 GHz 
 
2G, 3G, 4G and 5G Reference Period:  6 Minute Exposure only! 
 
 
It’s imperative for decision makers, like you, to become familiar with the adverse health effects 
produced by chronic cell tower radiation, to make a decision based on TODAY’S science. 
Informed doctors have pointed out, that all to frequently, physicians misdiagnose patients due to their 
lack of expertise in this field, leading to unnecessary prescriptions. 
 
 
Physicians for Safe Technology (at the end), provides a huge source of information on the health 
effects caused by chronic cell tower exposure.  
 
Through my work as EMF Consultant, I meet people who have become ill, or highly sensitive to man 
made radiation, from all walks of life, and are often highly educated professionals.   
Feel free to contact me for more information, as this is only represents a small fraction of information.  
Please take the time to view the links, provided below.  
  
 
Kind regards, 
Marcus Schluschen 
Cert, EMF Radiation Consultant 
 



Scientific Evidence of Biological Effects 
 
 
OCEANIA RADIOFREQUENCYSCIENTIFIC ADVISORY ASSOCIATION (ORSAA)  
https://www.orsaa.org/ 
 
ORSAA is a not-for-profit organisation composed of scientists and professionals from various 
academic disciplines who are investigating the scientific research that relates to the effects of artificial 
electromagnetic radiation (EMR) on humans, animals and the environment.  
 
 
Phire Medical – Physicians' Health Initiative For Radiation & Environment  
https://phiremedical.org/ 
 
 
Please read the 2020 Consensous Statement, which is supported by 15 science and medical groups. 
 
2020-Non-Ionising-Radiation-Consensus-Statement.pdf (phiremedical.org)  
https://phiremedical.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/2020-Non-Ionising-Radiation-Consensus-
Statement.pdf 
 
 
Short 2 page medical read, but even more relevant today than in 2012. 
 
International Doctors Appeal 2012 _ 2012_Nov_21 (straaleskader.dk)  
http://straaleskader.dk/links/international-doctors-appeal-2012-nov.pdf 
 
Radio-frequency Radiation Poses a Health Risk. Physicians Demand Overdue Precaution.  
More than 1000 physicians signed the “Freiburg Appeal” in 2002. It was translated into many 
languages. As many as 36,000 people from all over the world support its warning about the dangers of 
radio-frequency radiation. Today—ten years later—we as physicians and scientists call again on our 
colleagues and the wider global community, but also on all politicians around the world.  
 
 
A highly comprehensive paper on health effects, which arise from chronic EMF exposure, including 
cell tower radiation.   
 
 
EUROPAEM EMF Guideline 2015 for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of EMF-related 
health problems and illnesses  
https://www.emfanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/EUROPAEM-EMF-Guidelines-2015-for-
Prevention-Diagnosis-and-Treatment.pdf 
 
 
A must read! 
 
Physicians for Safe Technology | Cell Tower Radiation Health Effects (mdsafetech.org)  
https://mdsafetech.org/cell-tower-health-effects/ 















































Jan. 25, 2023 
Good Morning Teunis, 

Eileen O'Connor, of UK, had cancer and talks clearly about what 
happened from the EMF Radiation exposure.  She speaks of the 
support of her MP and government 
officials.        Please Teunis, read this over, and we did record the 
meeting and can send it to you.  Fred has notes on it, and would be 
happy to talk 
with you.  It is more than Wifi in the home; we need to be 
concerned about the 
accumulated effect of these cell towers. 
Kind regards, Carol and Fred Dowe 













Twestbroek@qualicumbeach.com
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vanessa.craig@rdn.bc.ca

Stunning
Admission





oppose the 207 foot cell tower at Hodges 

Road, French Creek, Parksville.
As you have heard from other 
public meetings, these towers are 
a threat to all life, especially the 
insects and microbes that are the 
base of our food systems. I know 
you can say that has not been 
scientifically proven, but the 
studies have NOT been done to 



prove they ARE safe either. We 
must use the precautionary 
principle -do no harm until 
something has been proven safe.
Thank you for reading my 
concerns.
Susan Longley
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 https://youtu.be/xW7BbztmuYg













Hello RDN Board Members.  I am sending this email to each of you (I did not bcc 
your IDs as they are all public and I wanted you to see who this email has been 
sent to) to provide my input in support of the cellular tower proposed for 1477 
Hodges Road in Parksville.  I am a resident of Parksville and am directly impacted 
by cellular network coverage in the area where the tower is being proposed. 
 
I'm sure you have received other correspondence from those who are opposed to 
this cell tower proposal.  Too often, the minority opposition to such initiatives is 
often the most outspoken and I wanted to assure you, they are indeed the 
minority.  I am trying to rally support for the tower and doing so for all the right 
reasons.  I am encouraging majority supporters to affirm that support through the 
public consultation process.  
 
Parksville and French Creek, like many areas on the island, suffer from lack of 
cellular network coverage.  Sadly, this lack of coverage may not get the publicity it 
should given the impacts.  The facts are that without this cellular coverage, the 
following may or will occur: 

9-1-1 cannot be called which puts those having ONLY cellular coverage at 
risk should emergency services be required (for them or others) 
Arrowsmith Search and Rescue is limited in their communications when their 
volunteers are providing those critical services 
when fires break out, passersby are impeded in their efforts to engage 
various fire departments (we have had MANY fires over the past couple of 
months alone so this risk appears to be growing even more) 
children are at risk should they need to contact parents for a host of 
reasons (strangers near them with insidious acts in mind, someone gets hurt 
while playing a pick-up soccer game, or simply very late arriving home and 
wanting to put parent's minds at ease....and SO many more) 
services in general (contractors trying to reach residents/suppliers...unable 
to do so which causes delays/uncertainty/cost, specialist appointments may 
be missed causing impacts to health, important phone calls regarding loved 



ones, increased costs because information cannot be obtained without 
getting to a cellular network area) 

Parksville shares with Qualicum Beach the oldest demographic of seniors in 
Canada.  Emergency services and health concerns are a paramount one for us all, 
including the government.   
  
All of the above are facts, these are not just emotional statements.  As well, while 
some folks may show concern about cell signal radiation, I enclose the following 
from the consultant's brief regarding such.  Telus/Rogers are compliant with 
Health Canada's standards so if those concerns are real issues, it is Health Canada 
who should be changing those standards.  I know of no such changes being 
considered, however, I am not well versed in this area. 
 

Safety Code 6 - ISED requires all wireless carriers to operate in 
accordance with Health Canada’s safety standards. 

TELUS and Rogers attest that the tower described in this notification 
package will be installed and operated on an 

ongoing basis so as to comply with Health Canada’s Safety Code 6 
including combined effects with the local radio 

environment, as may be amended from time to time. 

I hope that each Board Member will strongly consider the important reasons why 
this cell tower should be approved.  I also know a previous petition has been 
emailed to you and a new online petition has now also been initiated.  

My list of reasons in support of the tower may not be comprehensive but I feel it 
speaks to the most important ones.  Residents (and tourists alike) are the ones 
currently being impacted and this tower will go a long way towards alleviating all of 
the above communications concerns.  I trust the Board will make the right decision for 
the vast majority of its constituents.  Thank you for your consideration.

Kevin
 
Kevin Martin



Thanks very much, Vanessa, I appreciate the quick response.  I felt the Board would have 
already seen other opposing views and felt it important to provide input from one of the MANY 
supporters together with rationale.   
 
I certainly don't want to waste the Board's time but as you may know from other cell tower 
proposals in the Oceanside area, this is likely to be a sensitive topic and important that 
supporting views be considered.   
 
I thank you all, in advance, for your time and consideration.   
 



Kevin 
 
Kevin Martin



Hello RDN Board Members.  I am sending this email to each of you (I did not bcc your IDs as 
they are all public and I wanted you to see who this email has been sent to) to provide my input 
in support of the cellular tower proposed for 1477 Hodges Road in Parksville.  I am a resident 
of Parksville and am directly impacted by cellular network coverage in the area where the 
tower is being proposed.

 

I'm sure you have received other correspondence from those who are opposed to this cell 
tower proposal.  Too often, the minority opposition to such initiatives is often the most 
outspoken and I wanted to assure you, they are indeed the minority.  I am trying to rally 
support for the tower and doing so for all the right reasons.  I am encouraging majority 
supporters to affirm that support through the public consultation process. 

 

Parksville and French Creek, like many areas on the island, suffer from lack of cellular network 
coverage.  Sadly, this lack of coverage may not get the publicity it should given the 
impacts.  The facts are that without this cellular coverage, the following may or will occur:

9-1-1 cannot be called which puts those having ONLY cellular coverage at risk should 
emergency services be required (for them or others)

Arrowsmith Search and Rescue is limited in their communications when their volunteers 
are providing those critical services

when fires break out, passersby are impeded in their efforts to engage various fire 
departments (we have had MANY fires over the past couple of months alone so this risk 
appears to be growing even more)

children are at risk should they need to contact parents for a host of reasons (strangers 
near them with insidious acts in mind, someone gets hurt while playing a pick-up soccer 



game, or simply very late arriving home and wanting to put parent's minds at ease....and 
SO many more)

services in general (contractors trying to reach residents/suppliers...unable to do so 
which causes delays/uncertainty/cost, specialist appointments may be missed causing 
impacts to health, important phone calls regarding loved ones, increased costs because 
information cannot be obtained without getting to a cellular network area)

Parksville shares with Qualicum Beach the oldest demographic of seniors in Canada.  Emergency 
services and health concerns are a paramount one for us all, including the government.  

 

All of the above are facts, these are not just emotional statements.  As well, while some folks 
may show concern about cell signal radiation, I enclose the following from the consultant's 
brief regarding such.  Telus/Rogers are compliant with Health Canada's standards so if those 
concerns are real issues, it is Health Canada who should be changing those standards.  I know 
of no such changes being considered, however, I am not well versed in this area.

 

Safety Code 6 - ISED requires all wireless carriers to operate in accordance with 
Health Canada’s safety standards.

TELUS and Rogers attest that the tower described in this notification package will 
be installed and operated on an

ongoing basis so as to comply with Health Canada’s Safety Code 6 including combined 
effects with the local radio

environment, as may be amended from time to time.

I hope that each Board Member will strongly consider the important reasons why this cell 
tower should be approved.  I also know a previous petition has been emailed to you and a new 
online petition has now also been initiated.  

My list of reasons in support of the tower may not be comprehensive but I feel it speaks to 
the most important ones.  Residents (and tourists alike) are the ones currently being impacted 
and this tower will go a long way towards alleviating all of the above communications 
concerns.  I trust the Board will make the right decision for the vast majority of 
its constituents.  Thank you for your consideration.



Kevin

 
Kevin Martin

























Good morning, Kristy.  Thought I would also forward you the following email text that I sent to 
RDN Board Members.   
 
I received a response from the RDN Board Chair, Vanessa Craig, and she also provided me with a link to 
the process detailing the role of the RDN in the process of siting an antenna system, and the types of 
information that the RDN requires from proponents.  I know that as a member of the planning group, you 
will likely be one of the key folks preparing the report that goes forward to the Board for their 
consideration.  That said, I wanted you to be aware of my correspondence with them but as well, its 
content.  

I'm sure you've likely received a fair amount of correspondence from those opposed to the tower for 
various reasons.  The main one they cite is safety.  I must believe that with all the science and 
requirements set forth by the different authorities for cellular tower projects, those particular safety 
issues may not be well founded as this tower will comply with all such requirements.  As well, from a 
safety perspective, the REAL risks for residents/tourists without cellular coverage in the area are very 
significant and identified below.  I hope you will review the following and reach out should you have other 
questions for me.  Thanks so much for your consideration.  
========================================================================================
========================================================= 
 

Hello RDN Board Members.  I am sending this email to each of you (I did not bcc your IDs as 
they are all public and I wanted you to see who this email has been sent to) to provide my input 
in support of the cellular tower proposed for 1477 Hodges Road in Parksville.  I am a resident of 
Parksville and am directly impacted by cellular network coverage in the area where the tower is 
being proposed.

 

I'm sure you have received other correspondence from those who are opposed to this cell tower 
proposal.  Too often, the minority opposition to such initiatives is often the most outspoken and 
I wanted to assure you, they are indeed the minority.  I am trying to rally support for the tower 



and doing so for all the right reasons.  I am encouraging majority supporters to affirm that 
support through the public consultation process. 

 

Parksville and French Creek, like many areas on the island, suffer from lack of cellular network 
coverage.  Sadly, this lack of coverage may not get the publicity it should given the 
impacts.  The facts are that without this cellular coverage, the following may or will occur:

9-1-1 cannot be called which puts those having ONLY cellular coverage at risk should 
emergency services be required (for them or others)

Arrowsmith Search and Rescue is limited in their communications when their volunteers 
are providing those critical services

when fires break out, passersby are impeded in their efforts to engage various fire 
departments (we have had MANY fires over the past couple of months alone so this 
risk appears to be growing even more)

children are at risk should they need to contact parents for a host of reasons (strangers 
near them with insidious acts in mind, someone gets hurt while playing a pick-up soccer 
game, or simply very late arriving home and wanting to put parent's minds at ease....and 
SO many more)

services in general (contractors trying to reach residents/suppliers...unable to do so 
which causes delays/uncertainty/cost, specialist appointments may be missed causing 
impacts to health, important phone calls regarding loved ones, increased costs because 
information cannot be obtained without getting to a cellular network area)

Parksville shares with Qualicum Beach the oldest demographic of seniors in Canada.  Emergency 
services and health concerns are a paramount one for us all, including the government.  

 

All of the above are facts, these are not just emotional statements.  As well, while some folks 
may show concern about cell signal radiation, I enclose the following from the consultant's brief 
regarding such.  Telus/Rogers are compliant with Health Canada's standards so if those 
concerns are real issues, it is Health Canada who should be changing those standards.  I know of 
no such changes being considered, however, I am not well versed in this area.

 

Safety Code 6 - ISED requires all wireless carriers to operate in accordance with 
Health Canada’s safety standards.

TELUS and Rogers attest that the tower described in this notification package will 
be installed and operated on an



ongoing basis so as to comply with Health Canada’s Safety Code 6 including combined 
effects with the local radio

environment, as may be amended from time to time.

I hope that each Board Member will strongly consider the important reasons why this cell tower 
should be approved.  I also know a previous petition has been emailed to you and a new online 
petition has now also been initiated.  

My list of reasons in support of the tower may not be comprehensive but I feel it speaks to the 
most important ones.  Residents (and tourists alike) are the ones currently being impacted and 
this tower will go a long way towards alleviating all of the above communications concerns.  I 
trust the Board will make the right decision for the vast majority of its constituents.  Thank 
you for your consideration.

Kevin

Kevin Martin







re: 1477 Hodges Road 63 metre, 2O7 foot cell tower

Telus/ Rogers

To Brian Gregg: b幽Om [must be in by Feb. 1O血]
To Leham Wa11ace, Area Director, 1eham.wallace @rdn.bc. ca
To all Regional Directors of Nanaimo.

vanessa.craig@rdnbc. ca, tVler.brown@rdn.bc. ca言essicastanlev@rdn.bc. ca, 1auren.melauson@

rdn.bc.ca,

酬1eham.wa11ace @rdn・bc.ca, Stuan.mclean@ I.dn・bc. ca, 1eame.salter@rdn・

吐華、 1eonardヰOg @npnaimo ・ca守heryLaTnstrqug @n撃alpo.ca車n.箪Selb誓ht@n聖a享0. ca

erin. hemmens @ nanaimo.ca, Pa山・manlv@ nanaimo・ca’JamCe.Perrino @nanaimo.ca’ian.thorpe

幽mavor@parksville.ca, counCi11orwood@parkwille. ca, mark.swain@lantzville. ca,

Twestbroek@qualicumbeach~ askiDSeV@quali側mbedch.com, COunCillorgaur@parksville. ca

There are several new s血dies which have established也e undeniable validity of harm

occurring from軸ectro Magnetic Radiation emission from cell towers Iocated within

s両睦ng distance of hunan se咄ements. Scientis鵬globally are providing data

establishing也e danage caused by radiation from cell towers. These include cancer

(wi血a high incidence of gliomas (brain cancer), dizziness, brain fog, VOmi血g, rashes,

DNA changes, infe血1ity, eXhaustion and more.

In fact, fragile ecosystems, Plants, treeS, bees’birds, aquatic life, are a11 negatively

impacted by EMR Bees and pollinator populations are in decline and are not reoovemg

todate.

EMR impacts our overall environment, causmg raPid heal血decline of surrounding

trees, ground cover benea吐血e dy心g trees, invertebrates, marine life, animal, and

avian populations - eSPeCially血e local rare White Raven.

The current tower is intended to be placed on Hodges Road in French Creek area. This

Iocation is on血e border of Coombs and within血e nesting territo寄′ Of the local white

壁迎This is也e only血own population of血e raven wi血血e recessive gene.

EMR does not recognize electoral boundaries w址ch will a微弱也e overa11 heal血of

Qualicun residents and nearby elementary schooI children, as We11 as Parksville,
Coombs, Hilliers and French Creek. EMR wi11 cause serious consequences to血e White

Raven population, including Eagles, OwIs’and raptors within血e French Creek

catchment area. Songbird populations will be reduced along with our local Anna’s

hummingbirds. EMR kills o鯖血e food sources for resident avian populatious causmg a

Spiral regarding也e overall heal血of the environment.

There is cu調ently a bird watching society who often meet in血e moming hours on

Hodges Road to observe血e local Eagle population and enjoy也e hea皿y組ora and

fauna available in this area.



Electromagnetic radiation has been class絶ed by the WHO/Intemational Ageney for

Research on Cancer, aS POSSibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B). Further, SCientists

have recen櫨y advised that considering the current level of published research on brain

tumors and radio frequency radiation, RFR should now be listed as a Class I Known

Carcinogen. In addition, Safety Code 6 must be updated to re組ect prevailing research, aS

it was created in the 197O’s, focuslng Only on federal employees and visitors to federal

buildings. The code was expanded to include Wi-Fi, Smart Phones, Smart meterS, and

Cell towers; however, there have been no major revisions over the last 3O yearS

regarding EMR damage.

In addition, there is no safety a11owance for children or pregnant women. [see links

below]

Considering our track record in North Ame正ca and the approval of substances such as

tobacco, aSbestos, BPA, thalidomide, DDT, and urea formaldehyde insulation, Citizen

COnfidence in the safety code is minimal at best.

Hope血11y the RDN board wi11 understand the pandemonium that occurs as a result of

adding EMR to our once healtky environments and the surrounding population.

The RDN board state they are extremely concemed about the state of the environment.

This is the action that we, aS Iocal citizens solicit from our elected d鞭cials to avoid

further destruction of the sensitive ecosystem that a11 1iving things rely on.

How much more of our current wellbeing will be traded in retum for convenience when

COrPOrations can use altemative methods of delivering ce11 phone services to customers

with no defoliation, 1oss of habitat, environmental contamination or impact to health

and well being of residents? Only last year, the RDN board passed a motion to support

fiber optic in some communities induding Nanaimo. This could be used in French Creek

With less damage to our fragile ecosystem.

Respect帥Iy Submi慣ed Please Confirm Reciept

Jeff Coombs

鵜く二一一一一一二三ミ
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